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Summary 

Recent theoretical work speculates on the exis- 
tence of abnormal states of matter which could possibly 
be created as a result of collisions of superenergetic 
heavy nuclei. For this reason the possibility of ac- 
celeration of heavy ions with mass number A > 200 to 
kinetic energies of 1 < T < 10 GeV/nucleon has been 
studied and found to be fzasible without modification 
of the AGS vacuum and rf systems by using a fast cy- 
cling synchrotron as a booster ring. This booster is 
required in order to obtain the fully stripped ion 
state, since partially stripped heavy ion acceleration 
in a slow rise time accelerator is impractical because 
of extreme vacuum requirements. The fast cycling fea- 
ture of the booster is essential in reducing transmis- 
sion losses associated with electron capture or loss 
during acceleration and beneficial in increasing the 
final beam intensity. 

Introduction 

Stimulated by the results of the theoretical 
work’,” of T.D. Lee and G.C. Wick, implying the possible 
formation of abnormal nuclear states in collisions of 
very heavy ions, A > 200, with single beam primary en- 
ergies of TN > 1 GeVjnucleon, a study has been made of 
Hg-ll acceleration in the AGS.s The results reported 
here in condensed form indicate the necessity of com- 
bining the AGS with a sequence of accelerator compon- 
ents consisting of a 600 kV Cockcroft-Walton preaccel- 
erator for 1 emA of ions, A > 200; a 1 0.15 MeV/amu 
Sloan-Lawrence linac and a 200 MrV/amu (surplus) fast 
rise time booster synchrotron. With this system, pro- 
ton and ion acceleration in the AGS would be readily 
interchangeable since no modifications would be re- 
quired for existing AGS subsystems. 

In addition to its relevance for the exploration 
of possible abnormal states of matter, this facility 
would be unique for4 studying heavy ion collisions in 
the domain where hydrodynamic theory predicts the pos- 
sibility of nuclear densities up to 8 times normal 
ouciear density as a result of shock wave phenomena; 
possible formation of elementary particle condensates, 
such as pions; study of particle production, multipli- 
cities and distributions using very energetic heavy 
ions; projectile and target fragmentation with relati- 
vistic heavy ions; etc. 

Limiting Parameters 

In order to delineate the maximum energy capabil- 
ity of various accelerators the relationship between 
particle magnetic rigidity and its kinetic energy for 
various s (= q/A) ratio’s is useful. This is shown in 
Fig. 1. This also indicates the relevance of the pre- 
sent study, also with regard to the eventllal capability 
of the Bevalac (LRL) accelerator since with a (Bc) 
value of 23 Tm (Bevatron) a kinetic energy of approxi- 
mately 2 BeV/nucleon could only be reached when using 
the fully stripped ion state (E = 0.4 for Hg, E = 0.38 
for U), ,which is not achievable with the Bevalac heavy 
ion injector. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy 
Research and Development Administration. 

Because of the very active ongoing particle physic 
program using the 30 BeV proton beam from the AGS, the 
constraint was adopted that no significant change in an 
of the AGS subsystems would be acceptable, in order to 
accelerate heavy ions in the AGS. An examination of 
the simplest accelerator combination, i.e. a van der 
Graaff-AGS system indicated that with a source: 0.1 
emA, ti’, 10 MV single stage v.d. Graaff unit; a beam 
output from the AGS could be 10’ p/set, U2”‘, T 5 2 
BeVin; however, even for a e-l particle transmitsion 
ratio (due to electron capture or loss in the accelera- 
tor) a vacuum pressure of < 2 lo-l1 torr would be re- 
quired, in addition to significant complexities of the 
rf acceleration system, since a frequency “swing” of a 
factor of - 40 would be involved. Alternatives, involv. 
ing a tandem stage, as an AGS heavy ion injector, were 
ruled out for similar reasons. Subsequently, a more de- 
tailed study of ion electron capture or electron Loss 
cross sections vs particle energy for various ion charge 
states led to the following approach for achieving heavy 
ions, A > 200, TN > 1 GeV/n, intensity - 10’ ions/set: 
a) Use fully stripped ions, in the slow rise time (- 0.5 
set) large Bp accelerator, b) obtain the fully stripped 
state ion (for U,> 100 MeV/n) with a fast rise time 
booster synchrotron, and c) use the highest charge state 

in the booster (commensurate with a reasonable magnitude 
of the preaccelerator stage) in order to sustain mini- 

mum transmission loss in the booster for a given vacuum 
pressure. The further justification for this approach 
will become evident below. 
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Particle Loss During Acceleration 

Ion collisions with the rest gas molecules within 
the accelerator vacuum envelope lead to capture or loss 
of one or more electrons and consequently to loss of 
orbit stability in the accelerator, therefore result in 
particle loss during the acceleration process. In sim- 
plified form: 

dN charge exchange = N a(B) Bcdt n 
g 

resulting in (N/No) = exp [-10E7 Pvac ‘r+@dt_l 
c 

where U=U 
capture + “loss a 

total charge 
exchange cross 
section. 

A limiting aspect in the design of an accelerator 
system for heavy ions to high energy is the lack of ex- 
perimental data for gc or “T& in the relevant range of 
ion energies. (The importance of this may be illus- 
trated by the statement that a factor of 5 increase in 
ctot will change a 60% accelerator transmission ratio 
into a 6% transmission ratio.) A method has been de- 
veloped to estimate the high energy charge exchange 
cross sections: ,” the essence of which is as follows: 
In the process of passage through a dilute stripper, in 
the equilibrium state, it holds that 

N(q + 1 - q) Capt. =N(q-q+ Uloss . 

Ignoring multiple electron exchange processes, it 
follows that 

F(q + l)‘oc(q + 1) = F q’.e(q) * 

With the assumption of a Gaussian charge state distri- 
bution around the most probable charge state, 4, (ig- 
noring shell effects and asymmetric distortions for 
(i/Z) 2 cl or “, 1) 

F 
q 

i dg(2n)-‘exp’-(q-q)“/2dg’] with d 1 0.32 Z”‘45 . 
g 

Consequently: 

:,(q) = r c,(q + 1) expl -[2(q+ + l:/Zd ’ . 
g 

This requires then-- 4 vs TN (see Fig. 2) and 0 vs TK. 
For thz latter relationship a scaling equation ’ 

cC - q<’ (3/2a)s cc, (proton) has been proposed,’ which 
with experimental cc, (proton) datalo 

9 
leads to 

s,(q) - 1.4 10-l” q” (c/2@)-E*’ where cy = (l/137). 

As a result, ctot = cc + ct can be calculated, with the 

stated assumptions, as a function of the particle kine- 
tic energy. (As an example, to illustrate the advan- 
tage of using the fully stripped ion state (TV = 0): 
~~o$(u, 100 MeV/n, q = 30) = 5.6 lo-l7 cm”; :c(c, 100 
MeV, n, q = 92) = 4.8 lOWgo cm”). 

U Acceleration in a Preaccelerator-Fast 
Booster-AGS System 

As indicated in the foregoing it is desirable to 
obtain the fully stripped C state before injection into 
the ACS in order to amel.iorate the vacuum prensurc re- 
quirement in the AGS. This requires a prestripper par- 
ticle energy of approximately 100 MeV/n. This can only 
econonicolly be achieved with a fast rise time synchro- 
tron bcostfr stage. One (formerly) existing fast cy- 
cling booster synchrotron would be applicable here, 
i.e. the CEA 5 GeV electron svnchrotrcn. This acceler- 
ator is now disassembled but its magnet system and cer- 

amic vacuum system are kept in protective storage (be- 
cause of residual activity) at the BNL site. Therefore, 
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Fig. 2. Extrapolation (6/Z) vs TN for U and a gaseous 
stripper (N,). 

the parameters for a booster-AGS system have been de- 
veloped based on the availability of the CEA magnet sys- 
tem. Depending somewhat on the charge state after the 
first (solid) stripper following the preaccelerator, a 
smaller circumference accelerator than the CEA ring 
would be acceptable and actually advantageous in terms 
of peak rf voltage requircu.ents and other cost related 
parameters. Therefore, a modified “CEA” lattice has 

been calculated, using 16 of the original 24 inagnet 
cells, with an average radius of - 20 m (instead of 

36 m) with onlv a minor penalty in transverse 
$YXse space acceptance. F<>r a specific acceleration 
cycle,T*$ vs ,i,ct (‘Lc = Socster cycling frequency) was 
calculated permitting the cvaidation of a over the 
acceleration domain and permitting the determination 
of the accelerat lr pressure “transparency”. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 3 for the specific case of U, q=30, 
acceleration in the booster and in Fig. 4, for accelcr- 
ation in the AGS. Other prcuccelerator-booster corrbin- 
ations were considered, inv-lving IJ, up to 1 = ‘.I? s!,nrgc~ 
State acceleration in t?f booster synchrotron (see FIX. 

5). The overall rfsu1t.j arc summarized in Table 1 
leading tJ the G>ptizxized para::wt:~rs fr>r U nccelcsration 
in the AGS as foll,lws: 
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Preaccelerator: Ion source, U, q = 11+, 1 emA, 600 kV 
C-W structure; 2 10 m section Sloan-Lawrence or 
helix structure, exit energy - 0.75 MeV/amu. 

Booster: Reduced radius (- 20 m, rather than 36 m), 
"CEA" fast cycling (30 Hz) synchrotron. Frequency 
range of system 1.7-24 MHz, Grf 5 240 kV/turn. 
P ,~ac a 4 lo-' torr. Ion charge state = 35. Exit 
energy - 200 MeV/amu. 

AGS: - Rf requirements within range of existing system. 
2 lo-' torr (== present value). Ion charge 

Extracted beam energy l-10 GeV/amu. 
Intensity - lo9 p!sec. 
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Fig. 3. Particle loss during acceleration and T 
ut for the "old" and "new" CEA structur!. 
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